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Below you will find the important 

facts and figures I feel every 

consumer should know 

surrounding Marni Kinrys’ Get The 

Girl Code. 

 

At the end of this post, I have also 

placed some important consumer 

alerts about various schemes I've 

found from dodgy websites 

promoting Get The Girl Code with 

what appears to be little to no 

knowledge of the product and 

that may have ulterior motives to 

try and trick you into visiting their sites.  As lead reviewer and editor for 

TheOfficialWebsite.co, I’ve been doing this a long time and have become pretty 

proficient at separating legitimate reviews from fake ones. 

At the end of the day, I believe it's the consumer's responsibility to do their own 

due diligence before investing in any program, but I definitely want to share with 

you what I've discovered during my own research in case it helps.  

http://www.secretgirlcode.net/pr/getthegirlcode.php
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As always, if you have a question about Get The Girl Code that isn't answered in 

one of the posts on this Get The Girl Code review site, I field questions at the 

following email: sterlingkrosby (at) gmail.com and will do my best to get back to 

you ASAP.  Sometimes it may take me a few days, but if you put "Get The Girl 

Code Question" in the title of your email, it will help me find it and respond 

quicker. 

 

Ok, on to those facts and figures... 

 

========== 

========== 

Product Name: Get The Girl Code  

Also Known As: Girl Code, Secret Girl Code, GTGC 

Primary Author: Marni Kinrys (Miss X), World’s #1 Wing Girl 

Secondary Author: Michael Fiore, Relationship Expert And President Of Digital 

Romance, Inc. 

Product Website: Verified Official Website For Get The Girl Code 

Product Category: Dating And Relationships 

Product Sub-Category: How To Attract And Date Women 

Product Description: 

Get The Girl Code by Miss X (Marni Kinrys) gives you instant, online access to a 

private member’s area in which Marni teaches you a 3-step system for 

approaching, attracting, and getting any girl you want without lies, manipulations, 

games, or ridiculous PUA “tricks”. 

The principles and techniques taught in the course are based on the ideas of self-

awareness, educational empathy, and skills development.  To put it another way, 

the course teaches you 1.) how to be a desirable man, 2.) how to understand 

http://www.secretgirlcode.net/pr/getthegirlcode.php


women and what women actually want, and 3.) how to develop the necessary 

skills and tools for approaching, creating attraction through conversation, getting 

her number, asking her out, escalating to kissing and sex, and ultimately dating 

the girl of your choice long-term if that’s what you decide you want. (Click here 

for more information) 

Product Notables: 

Marni Kinrys’ Get The Girl Code is currently a new release destined to be the next 

best-selling relationship product released under the umbrella of Michael Fiore’s 

Digital Romance, Inc., a best-selling “relationship advice” company founded in 

Seattle, Washington.  Previous products released by Digital Romance, Inc. have 

been featured on “The Rachael Ray Show” and have resulted in interviews by 

Time Magazine while helping tens of thousands of men and women navigate and 

harness the latest technology to build stronger, more rewarding relationships. 

File Format: Get The Girl Code is a digital product.  Videos stream online via a 

private member’s area.  Audio content can be downloaded in MP3 format and 

written PDF transcripts can be read online or downloaded from the member’s 

area. 

Product Cost: $49.99 USD, one-time payment 

Shipping Cost: None – nothing is shipped; everything is delivered online via a 

private member’s area after purchase. 

Available Offline At Traditional Booksellers?: No 

Available On Amazon?: No 

Bonuses Included With Purchase?: Yes, these are How To Avoid The Friend Zone, 

The Sexual Escalation Formula, My First Ever One Night Stand, Miss X’s Simple 

Seduction Checklist, and The Connection Factor  

 

Upsells Available During Checkout?: Yes, these are the “What’s Inside Her Mind” 

package and “Never Fight Again”  

https://www.rebelmouse.com/jennyboltonboostyourbustreview/
https://www.rebelmouse.com/jennyboltonboostyourbustreview/


Discount Code Or Coupon?: None available 

Free Version?: None available 

Refund Policy: Backed by a 60-day, no questions asked, full money back 

guarantee 

Offers Secure Online Payment?: Yes, payments are handled by Clickbank which 

employs encryption technologies using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) from trusted 

vendors like Verisign and Thawte to encrypt sensitive data such as your financial 

information. 

Where To Learn More: Continue reading more posts on this page or visit the 

official website to watch Michael Fiore’s Get The Girl Code video. 

Other Best Sellers By Digital Romance, Inc: 

 Text The Romance Back - how to turn women on "on command" using 

emotional contagion 

 Text Your Ex Back - a blueprint for charisma and confidence 

 The Secret Survey - a guide on how to approach and attract women without 

fear 

 Capture His Heart And Make Him Love You Forever - the definitive guide on 

how to text girls to create attraction 

 Text Your Wife Into Bed - how to get any girl you want in college 

 

Alternatives To Get The Girl Code: The Girlfriend Activation System, Models: How 

To Attract Women Through Honesty, The Wing Girl Method 

 

============ 

============ 
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Consumer Alerts Regarding Get The Girl Code 

 

With the release of Get The Girl Code online, I've seen a large increase in the 

number of websites offering up fake reviews, fake discounts (or claiming free 

downloads), and doing other shady things to bring you to their sites. Usually these 

sites are pretty easy to identify if you know what to look for. Here's how you can 

protect yourself. 

1.) The Fake Scam Alert: 

This is indicative of sites that usually use a title to their page that says something 

like, "Get The Girl Code: Scam Alert!" or "Get The Girl Code: Is Michael Fiore A 

Scammer?" or something of that nature.  In other words, when you search for Get 

The Girl Code in Google or another search engine, these sites show up with those 

types of titles in the listings. 

Sometimes these sites will also use what I call the “Fear Factor” in their headlines 

which is something like, “Get The Girl Code: My Awful And Horrifying 

Experience!”  This is an attempt to draw you into their site by making you think 

they used the product and had a really bad experience with it. 

 

How do I know these are fake?  Because the title cries SCAM!!!!!, but then you go 

to the page and read the review and it's always a glowing review about how great 

Get The Girl Code is, how much they love it, etc. etc. They only use the word 

SCAM to try and draw you into their site because they know if they say something 

is a scam, you'll probably want to check it out, right? 

Don't fall for it and trust your gut when the headline/page title and review don’t 

match.  No legitimate Get The Girl Code review will cry SCAM or claim a horrible 

experience and then offer up a review that says the complete opposite. 

2.) The "Extra Special, Super Expensive" Bonus Package Alert: 

With this nonsense, people who have no knowledge of the program offer up 

some sort of extra special bonus package if you purchase the product through 



their site. Usually they mark it as something super valuable like $297 or $497 or 

something like that, but in reality it's just a bunch of useless ebooks that you can 

find online for free if you search for them.  

 

Usually they aren't even related to the actual product.  For example, they'll be 

something like "Buy Get The Girl Code through the link below and I'll send you 

"The Big Book Of Turkey Recipes" and these 10 other useless, unrelated, and free 

books that I've put a fake value of $497 on."Really? What do turkey recipes have 

to do with attracting and getting a girl? That's right, NOTHING! 

 

To claim your bonus, they usually want you to email your purchase receipt to 

them so they can verify you bought from their site.  But then, guess what? Now 

they have your email (not to mention your order details), and can start sending 

you a bunch of spam or even access the product using your information!  Stay 

away. 

3.) The Fake Review: 

This one is pretty common. Anytime a new product like Get The Girl Code 

launches or begins to get popular online and people start to buy it, the fake 

reviews start coming out of the woodwork. Here are some good ways to spot fake 

reviews. 

*Poorly Written Content: 

This is usually the result of people using software and "spinning tools" which 

auto-generate content or take previously written content and "spin it" by 

replacing some words with related synonyms.  Luckily for us, auto-generated 

content is pretty easy to spot so if you find yourself reading something that has 

really horrible grammar or makes absolutely no sense whatsoever, then don't 

click on any links, hit your back button, and get out of there. If you find yourself 

saying, “WTF did I just read?”, then it's probably fake. 

*Very Generic Content: 



Fake reviews usually have very generic content and rarely provide any real details 

beyond what might be found on the product's sales page. Obviously, it's hard to 

write any review without some generic statements, but if you're getting the gut 

feeling they are being very vague and seem to be "skirting around the bush", it's 

probably because they have no idea what they're talking about. 

 

Other things to look for are an over-reliance on or excessively large buy now, 

download, and other types of buttons.  Sure, 1 or 2 buttons may be necessary to 

direct you where to get the program, but when they become the focal point of 

the page instead of the content and review itself, then it raises a red flag with 

me.  Do I really need a huge red arrow from every corner of the page pointing at 

the download button which takes up my whole computer screen? I’m not blind.  I 

see it!  Really, I do. 

I also always look to see if a review provides any specifics about the 

program.  Does it mention the number of pages in the ebook?  Does it list a table 

of contents or discuss what’s found in specific chapters?  If it’s a membership site, 

does it provide any actual screenshots from inside the program?  Does it quote 

anything directly from the book?   

Small details like this can be a big indicator of whether or not the reviewer has 

intimate inside knowledge of the program or if they are just making general 

statements based on what they may have seen on the sales page. 

Some Thoughts On Testimonials: 

Some of you have also asked me about my thoughts on Get The Girl 

Code testimonials, and personally I never try to let them influence me one way or 

another.  It's kind of a love/hate relationship. I love hearing other people's success 

stories.  Some of them are truly inspiring.   

But at the same time, testimonials online are easy to fake, almost impossible to 

verify, and I personally don't like basing my decisions on the results someone else 

may or may not have achieved with a given program. 

 



So I guess what I'm saying is always take testimonials with a grain of salt and 

realize that with any program, there's going to be people who like it and who are 

successful and people who don't like it or who aren't successful for one reason or 

another. I'm a big believer in trying something for myself if I want to determine 

whether it works or not. 

4.) The Free Download Alert: 

Just like the Fake Scam Alert, some sites will try to draw you in by claiming you 

can download Marni Kinrys’ Get The Girl Code for free. Their page titles might be 

something like, "Get The Girl Code Free Download". Then, you get to the site, and 

they try to justify it by saying it's "risk-free" and then point you to the website 

where it's $49.99. Well, to me risk-free and FREE aren't the same thing! 

 

While you can technically try Get The Girl Code risk-free because of the 60-day 

money back guarantee, you still need the money up front to buy it in the first 

place so it isn't free.  Get The Girl Code is not a free program and any site claiming 

a free download is either not being totally honest with you or is providing illegal 

copies, neither of which is good. 

 

Another version of this same thing is the fake discount. "Buy through this link for 

50% off".  Guess what, when you click the link, you go to the website where it's 

$49.99, just like it normally is. I actually first noticed this one on YouTube where 

people were making videos claiming they found discount links to Get The Girl 

Code.  Something about the math just stinks...let’s see…$49.99 minus 50% 

discount through your link = $49.99! Don't fall for this tomfoolery.  The price will 

always be $49.99 unless Marni and Michael decide to change it. 

 

I hope that helps and please stay safe out there! 

 


